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ASSIGNMENT-I 
 

1 Power is to be distributed to the consumers either by a 3-wire DC system or by a 3- ɸ,                   

4-wire system. Compare the amount of copper required in the two systems assuming the 

same voltage over the consumer‟s terminals, same percentage loss, balanced load and 

unity power factor. The middle wires are of the same X-sectional area as that of outers. 
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2 A 3- ɸ, 3-wire line 60 km long line supplies a balanced load of 5 MW at 0.8 p.f. lagging 

at 33 KV. Calculate the weight of copper required assuming the transmission efficiency to 

be 85%. Instead of 3- ɸ, 3- wire system a 1- ɸ line were to be used with the same power 

transmitted at u.p.f and same efficiency and operating at same voltage between lines. 

What reduction of copper in weight will be permissible? Given, specific resistance of 

copper = 1.73X10
-8 

 Ω-m & density = 8900 kg/m
3 
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3 Estimate the weight of copper required for a 3- ɸ, 3-wire transmission system at 380 KV 

between the lines, a load of 100 MW at 0.9 p.f lagging. The length of the line is 150 km. 

the neutral point is earthed, efficiency is 92 %. The resistance of conductor 1 km long and 

1 sq.cm section is 0.045 Ω. One cm
3 

of copper weights 0.01 kg. 

Find also the weight of copper required for the 2-wire DC- transmission of the same 

power with equal losses, working at a voltage between the lines double that of the peak 

voltage to earth of the 3-ɸ supply.  
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4 Determine the most economical size of a 3-ɸ line which supplies the following daily load 

cycle at 132 KV. 

 25 MW at 0.8 p.f lag for 8 hours, 

 15 MW at u.p.f for 12 hours and 

 6 MW at 0.9 p.f lag for 7 hours. 

The cost per km of the completely erected line is Rs. (7000+8000a), where „a‟ is the area 

of x-section of each conductor in cm
2
. The combined interest and depreciation is 12% per 

annum of capital cost. Cost of energy losses is 7 paisa per unit. The resistance per km of 

each conductor is 0.176/a. 
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5 A 3- core, 11 KV cable supplies a load of 1500 KW at 0.8 p.f. lagging for 300 days in a 

year at an average of 8 hours per day. The capital cost per km of cable is Rs (8000 + 

20000a). The resistance per km of a cable of X-sectional are 1 cm
2
 is 0.173 Ω. If the 

energy loss cost is 2 paisa per unit and the rate of interest and depreciation is 12 %. 

Calculate the most economical current density and diameter of the conductor. 
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6 A 3- ɸ ring main ABCD, fed from end A at 11 KV supplies balanced loads of 25 A at 0.8 

p.f lagging at B, 60A at 0.9 p.f lagging at C and 50 A at 0.707 p.f lag at D, the load 

currents being referred to the voltage at point A. 

The impedances per phase of the various sections are : 

Section AB is 4+j 3.2 Ω; section BC is 2+j 3 Ω; section CD is 1.5+j 3 Ω. 

Determine the currents in various sections and voltages at nodes B, C, D. 
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7 In a 3- ɸ, 4- wire 400 V distribution system, lamp loads are connected between respective 

lines(R, Y, B) and neutral absorb 20 kW, 40 kW and 50 kW. There is a balanced motor 

load of 400 kW at 0.8 p.f. lagging. Calculate the current in each line. 
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8 A 1- ɸ ac distributer 500 m long has a total impedance of (0.02 + 0.04 j) Ω and is fed at 

one end at 250 V. It is loaded as under. 

(i) 50 A at u.p.f, 200 m from feeding point. 

(ii) 100 A at 0.8 p.f. lagging, 300 m from the feeding point. 

(iii)50 A at 0.6 p.f. lagging, at the far end. 

Calculate the voltage drop and voltage at the far end. 
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9 A 3- ɸ ring main ABCD, fed from end A at 11 KV supplies balanced loads of 25 A at 0.8 

p.f lagging at B, 60A at 0.9 p.f lagging at C and 50 A at 0.707 p.f lag at D, the load 

currents being referred to the voltage at point A. 

The impedances per phase of the various sections are : 

Section AB is 4+j 3.2 Ω; section BC is 2+j 3 Ω; section CD is 1.5+j 3 Ω. 

Determine the currents in various sections and voltages at nodes B, C, D. 
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10 A single circuit 3- ɸ transmission line is composed of three ACSR conductors per phase 

with horizontal configuration as shown below. Find the inductance per km at 50 Hz. The 

radius of each sub conductor in the bundle is 1.5 cm. 
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11 A double circuit 3- ɸ transmission line shown in below figure. Determine the capacitive 

reactance to neutral and charging current per km per conductor at 132 KV, 50 Hz. 

Assume line is transposed. The radius of each conductor is 0. 8 cm.    
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12 a) A single circuit 3- ɸ transmission line is composed of two ACSR conductors per 

phase with horizontal configuration as shown below. Find the inductance per km at 50 

Hz. The radius of each sub conductor in the bundle is 1.725 cm. 

 

b) Determine the capacitance and charging current per unit length when the line 

operating at 220 KV, 50 Hz. 
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13 Below figure shows a stranded conductor having 7 identical strands each of radius „r‟. 

Determine the factor by which „r‟ should be multiplied to find self GMD of the 

conductor. 
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14 a)  A 1- ɸ transmission line consists of three conductors of 3 mm radii in “go” conductor 

and two conductors of 6 mm radii in the “return” conductor as shown in below figure. 

Calculate the inductance of the line. 

 

b) Determine the line to line capacitance of a 1- ɸ line arranged as follows with the radii  

      as in part (a).                                                                             
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